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words because, although I come close, I never get it quite

Risky
right.

"I've learned over the years that it's much easier for meto speak non-verbally through my sculptures," says thetall, trim and remarkably fit 70 year old. But, like all artists,Balance
Kosso does attempt to express his art in words. In Kosso

1964 -1984, he wrote: "The key to my work is motion. Myproblem is: achieving motion by negation of movement. Anon-mobile, non-physical, 'all in the mind' motion. Mypreoccupation with the potential as well as with illusionsSculptor KOSSO ELOUL's
of motion stems from my feeling that the anticipatory
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moment before the explosion is greater and sharper than

the explosion-experience; same with the 'static' momentjust before the trapeze swings back; the moment before theBy Daniel Tatroff

volcano's eruption; the instant of silence before the or-

chestra hits the audience, a breathtaking moment of an-ticipation. "
It was still dark when Kosso Eloul and his two friends

For Kosso, creation begins with a dream. He conjures
arrived at Stonehenge. Kosso had insisted they reach the

up sculptures just about anyplace, anytime ...while floating
ancient Celtic sandstone monument ahead of the first rays

in a pool, driving a car or even cutting a loaf of bread. "I
of sunlight and the first busload of tourists. So the trio -

can't help it," he says, "Sculpture is in my blood, like
each one a sculptor -left London in the middle of the night,

music in a composer's mind. It's there, always there,
passing through the darkened countryside, joking, talking

calling and calling."
about art and sharing a bottle of Scotch.

His dreams are transformed into reality in the cluttered
"I insisted on not going as a tourist," remembers Kosso.

basement workshop of the beautifully restored Victorian
"I wanted to see it as the sun rose. I wanted to see it as the

home he shares with his wife, artist Rita Letendre. Before
Druids saw it. I wanted to understand what made them

they bought the home in Toronto's Cabbagetown, it was a
build it in order to understand what makes me do what I

dingy, rundown, 13-unit rooming house. While Rita paints
do."

huge canvases of bold geometric forms and vibrant colors
They fell asleep at the base of the mammonth stones -

in their sunny, remodeled coach house, Kosso insists on
thought to be part of an ancient temple built by the Druids

working in the basement, where neither light nor noise can
about 4,000 years ago - and rose with the sun.

shatter his concentration.
That was 30 years ago, but Kosso, who today is recog-

"I need privacy to create," he says. "When I'm dis-
nized as one of Canada's leading sculptors, remains deeply

tracted, I find it difficult to return to my original dream."
affected by the timeless beauty of the mystically balanced

Unlike many sculptors, who work from drawings,
stones. He believes, that like Stonehenge - our only link to

Kosso prefers to construct small balsa-wood maquettes,
the vanished Druid civilization - modern sculpture can be

allowing him to examine his work three-dimensionally.
our bridge to the future.

As soon as Kosso recaptures his dream in model form he
Kosso's own sculptures can be seen in many of the

covers it with a cloth - for a few days, or even for a few
world's major cities - Toronto alone has almost 30. His

weeks.
monumental works, precariously angled, thrusting

"I leave it," he says, "until I'm in an edgy, murderously
sky wards and appearing to defy the laws of gravity, are

critical mood, when nothing is good enough and nothing
usually composed of two or three large, abstract metal or

satisfies me. Then I remove the cloth and examine it as

stone geometric forms. The sculptures - seemingly ready
though I've never seen it before, as though I'm Kosso B

to topple over at any moment - have received much critical
looking at the work of Kosso A, or as though I'm an

acclaim.
outsider from a different culture or from the moon. That's

"His greatest ability," declares Alex Reford, dean of the
when I decide whether or not it has the right to be born,

University of Toronto's St. Michael's College, "arises out
and if not, it goes into the garbage bin. But if it holds its

of the very shape itself. It is with these solid forms that he
own and I respect it, then I'll make it - I'll complete the

evokes movement, tension, tenderness and aggressive-
dream. Every time I create another work, I create another

ness." Joop Beljon, director of the Netherlands Royal

me."

Academy, states, "His works are so non-literary that there
The original Kosso was born in 1920 in Mourom, Russia.

is little you can say about them. You see what you see."
His father was a passionate Jewish nationalist whose lifelong

That's just the way Kosso likes it - he'd rather let his art
dream of living in Palestine came true in 1924 when the

do the talking. In fact, he refuses to impose any interpreta-
family reached Tel Aviv - which then had a population of

tions on his audience, regarding such impositions as a
5,000. With only a handful of other settlers they helped

severe limitation - on himself, his work and his public. "I
establish Magdiel, an orange-growing commune.

get so frustrated when I'm forced to express my work in
~
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School wasn't easy. "My biggest liability was my im
agination," he remembers. "It got me kicked out of most
schools I attended. But now, because of art, I think of my
imagination as an asset, not a curse."

He began to study sculpture in the Tel Aviv studio of
Itzhak Danziger in 1938. A year later he moved to the
United States and enroled in the Art Institute of Chicago.
"At our first meeting," remembers Kosso; "I told the dean
that I wasn't interested in medieval art, or the medieval
world for that matter, only in ancient Egyptian, Sumerian
and Babylonian art.

"The dean realized I was a young fool and h}lmored me.
He allowed me to take only the courses that in:ierested me
- but warned me that I would never receive a certificate. I
didn't care and I asked him if I could show my certificate
to my sculpture and say, 'You better look gqod because
I'm certified now.''' .

His artistic career was put on hold when, during World
War II, he was drafted into the United States navy. After
the war he returned to Israel with a new wife and two

young children. "When my father saw me he looked at me
in dismay and asked, 'You're an artist? What's that? You
can't feed your children art. Where is your sense of respon
sibility?' He was disappointed that I hadn't followed in his
footsteps."

Rather than work in his father's agricultural business,
Kosso taught art to children at Kibbutz Ein Harod. Later,
during Israel's War of Independence, he served as a field
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corpsman in the Bilboa Mountain
range battle.

After the war, Kosso helped
found New Horizons, a group of
young artists determined to alter the
face of Israeli art. "We wanted to

affirm modern art, rather than again
and again returning to the same old
romantic landscapes," he remem
bers. "We held one exhibition after
another, all over the new nation. It
was a tremendously exciting
period, a renaissance." His sculp
tures sprang up all over Israel, in
cluding the Negev Desert and Yad
Vashem.

Before long, news of Kosso's
work spread and he began to
receive invitations to sculpture ex
hibits around the world. He first

visited Canada in 1964, working
throughout the summer on a huge
sphinx-like piece on Mount Royal
for the Montreal International
Sculpture Symposium. Shortly
afterwards, he made Canada his
home.

But enough of the past. Kosso
would rather talk about his next

sculpture. "Artists live in the future,"
says Kosso. "Their hopes and dreams are with their next
piece. I'm lucky because I can fulfil my own dreams by
building a sculpture."

One of Kosso's most recent dreams will soon be un

veiled at Canada's new embassy in Beijing, China. But
exactly when, no one knows. Ever since last year's mas
sacre on Tiananmen Square and Canada's subsequent
denunciation of the murders, the Chinese government has
slowed the project down by cutting back on the embassy's
labor supply.

The sculpture is a lO-ton block of grey-black Canadian
granite. A crack running down the massive stone repre
sents the Tectonic plates which are pulling the two nations
apart. "At an earlier time in our history we were one solid
land mass," says the artist. "Then, because of the shifting
plates, we slowly drifted away from each other."

Kosso has positioned the divisive crack in a manner that
suggests, perhaps, the gap is closing. How will the Chinese
decipher it? "I know how my work is read in my own
culture," he says, "but I have absolutely no idea how they
will read it." He reiterates that it is not his job to impose
interpretations on his, or any other artist's work. "My work
speaks for itself. After all, sculptures are immortal 
sculptors are not.

"Although I will die," says Kosso, "my sculptures will
survive. They'll talk for me. That is my real will- not only
to my own family but to the whole world. My will is
written on my sculptures." +




